
MAXETAG FOOTY TIPPING – 2020 
Terms and Conditions. 

 

WHO CAN ENTER TIPS? 

The footy tipping competition is open for Maxetag members in the individual venue running the competition or for 

members who have a membership tag from 1 or more venues within a group of venues with connected Maxetag 

membership. The venue(s) may choose to charge an entry fee to be part of their competition. The venue will determine 

what the prizes for winners are. Tips must be saved by the member after they are entered on the Maxetag foyer to be 

stored in the Maxetag system. 

 

HOW TO ENTER 

Entry is available for the first 22 rounds of the AFL season from the beginning of the season. Round 23 is added after 

dates and times are confirmed for games.  Tips for each game can be entered or edited at any time prior to the 

nominated game commencement time as published on the official AFL website - www.afl.com.au. Tips cannot be 

altered after a game has commenced. Members must manually put tips into the Maxetag foyer for all rounds to be 

given a score for each round. If a member misses the first 3 rounds but puts tips in by the 4th round, they will be 

automatically allocated the ‘average’ score for the tips placed in rounds before round 3. If they miss a round after that, 

they will get 0 score for that round. 

 

ROUNDS & MARGINS 

The first game of each round will require the member to select a margin of the winning team. These margins will be 

used to determine weekly and total round competition winners.  

 

SCORING 

The member will receive 1 point for each correct game pick each round. The member will receive 0 points from an 

incorrect tip or a draw. If the member picks the exact winning margin, the round margin will equal 0. If the member 

picks the winning team but not the winning margin the round margin will equal the difference between the actual game 

margin and the members selected margin. If the member picks the wrong winning team the round margin will equal the 

actual game margin PLUS the members selected margin. 2 bonus points will be added for 100% correct tips in 1 round.  

 

MEMBERS RANKING 

Members will be ranked by total score. If there is a tie between 2 or more members with the same score, the round 

margin will apply to give them individual rankings. The member with the smallest margin will be ranked the highest etc. 

This will apply both to the weekly round and the total competition (23 Rounds). In the event of a tie the venue will split 

the prizes accordingly. The Maxetag Foyer will display the ranking for each round and total ranking to the individual 

member when they select the tabs to display these. The venue may choose to advertise a ranking report for the round 

or total rounds for members to see what the scores of other members. If fewer members participate than the total 

number of prizes allocated, the number of prizes won will match the number of members participating. Excess prizes 

will not be allocated to any member. 

 

PRIZES 

Prize money will be total of entries divided into 1st, 2nd and 3rd along with prizes and goodies purchased with entry 

monies.  

 

Winners will be contacted by the venue within 14 days of the completion of Round 23. Winners will be required to show 

proof of identity when collecting the prize.  

http://www.afl.com.au/

